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Engineering Thermodynamics
This Book Provides A Systematic Account Of The Basic Principles Involved In
Engineering Drawing. The Treatment Is Based On The First Angle Projection.Salient
Features: * Nomography Explained In Detail. * 555 Self-Explanatory Solved
University Problems. * Step-By-Step Procedures. * Side-By-Side Simplified
Drawings. * Adopts B.I.S. And I.S.O. Standards. * 1200 Questions Included For Self
Test.The Book Would Serve As An Excellent Text For B.E., B.Tech., B.Sc. (Ap.
Science) Degree And Diploma Students Of Engineering. Amie Students Would Also
Find It Extremely Useful.

Publisher's Monthly
Generation of Electrical Energy, 7th Edition
This Book Provides A Systematic And Thorough Exposition Of Electronic Devices
And Circuits. The Various Principles Are Explained In Detail And The
Interconnections Between Different Concepts Are Suitably Highlighted.The Book
Begins By Explaining The Transition From Physics To Electronic Devices And
Highlights The Linkages Between The Two. A Detailed Treatment Of Semiconductor
Devices And Circuits Is Then Presented, Followed By A Comprehensive Discussion
Of Bipolar Junction Transistor (Bjt). The Next Two Chapters Focus On Field Effect
Transistor (Fet). Power Devices And Cathode Ray Oscilloscope Are Then Explained.
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The Book Includes A Large Number Of Solved Examples To Illustrate The Concepts
And Techniques Discussed. Review Questions, Unsolved Problems With Answers
And Objective Questions Are Included Throughout The Book.The Book Would Serve
As An Excellent Text For Both Degree And Diploma Students Of Electrical,
Electronics, Computer And Instrumentation Engineering. Amie Candidates Would
Also Find It Extremely Useful.

Design of Electrical Machines
Electronic Tubes|Semiconductor Devices|Diode Circuits|Amplifier Circuits|Oscillator
Circuits|Thyristor Circuits|Ic And Operational Amplifiers|Logic Circuits And Number
Systems|Electrical Instruments|Electronic Instruments|Transducers|Appendices(A)
Obje

An Introduction to Electrical Engineering Materials
It extensively covers the subject and is expected to serve as a basic text for the
students of electronics and communication engineering, electrical engineering and
electronics engineering, and covers the syllabus of courses for BE, BTech, AMIE,
IETE, MSc, and polytechnics. Salient FeaturesA comprehensive and an easy-to-read
text to provide a detailed coverage of microwave fundamentals, devices and
circuits.Covers the text in nine chapters and appendices.Each chapter is
supplemented with elaborate illustrations, tables, solved and unsolved problems,
and MCQs.An exhaustive set of solved problems in each chapter to help students
aspiring to appear in the examinations like GATE, PSUs and UPSC.Useful for BE,
BTech, AMIE, IETE, MSc, and polytechnic students of ECE, and electrical
engineering and also for self-study by engineers.

The Industrial Electronics Handbook
Completely covers the diploma syllabus of various State Boards of Technical
Education and AMIE Section  B for the course in Environmental Engineering.

Electronics and Instrumentation
Generation of Electrical Energy is written primarily for the undergraduate students
of electrical engineering while also covering the syllabus of AMIE and act as a
refresher for the professionals in the field. The subject itself is now rejuvenated
with important new developments. With this in view, the book covers conventional
topics like load curves, steam generation, hydro-generation parallel operation as
well as new topics like new sources of energy generation, hydrothermal
coordination, static reserve reliability evaluation among others.

Digital Signal Processing
SIGNALS AND SYSTEMS
From traditional topics that form the core of industrial electronics, to new and
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emerging concepts and technologies, The Industrial Electronics Handbook, in a
single volume, has the field covered. Nowhere else will you find so much
information on so many major topics in the field. For facts you need every day, and
for discussions on topics you have only dreamed of, The Industrial Electronics
Handbook is an ideal reference.

Modern Production/operations Management
A Textbook for the students of B.Sc.(Engg.), B.E., B.Tech., AMIE and Diploma
Courses. A new chapter on ""Semiconductor Fabrication Technology and
Miscellaneous Semiconductor Devices"" had been included and additional selfassessment questions with answers and additional worked examples had been
provided at the end of the BOOK.

Indian National Bibliography
With energy resources becoming scarce and costly, and electrical energy being the
most sought after form of energy, The designers of electrical systems are faced
with the challenge of guaranteeing energy efficiency, quality and scheduling To
The satisfaction of the corporate customers. This demands that the electrical
systems designers to be more versatile and more effective managers of energy
resources. This data handbook is intended to be used as design assistance To The
beginners in the field of Electrical Systems design and provides them an easy
access To The relevant data required for their design without having to waste their
time and energy in searching For The required data to be used in the design
problem. This design data handbook is not intended for specialists in the field, but
rather For The students of Electrical Engineering who are just entering the field of
electrical systems design. This handbook also does not show the student how to be
a designer, but presents in a concise manner the basic reference data to perform
the design functions. This handbook can be permitted to be used inside the
examination hall as a reference handbook.

Fundamental of Digital Electronics And Microprocessors
The Fourth edition of this well-received text continues to provide coherent and
comprehensive coverage of digital circuits. It is designed for the undergraduate
students pursuing courses in areas of engineering disciplines such as Electrical and
Electronics, Electronics and Communication, Electronics and Instrumentation,
Telecommunications, Medical Electronics, Computer Science and Engineering,
Electronics, and Computers and Information Technology. It is also useful as a text
for MCA, M.Sc. (Electronics) and M.Sc. (Computer Science) students. Appropriate
for self study, the book is useful even for AMIE and grad IETE students. Written in a
student-friendly style, the book provides an excellent introduction to digital
concepts and basic design techniques of digital circuits. It discusses Boolean
algebra concepts and their application to digital circuitry, and elaborates on both
combinational and sequential circuits. It provides numerous fully worked-out,
laboratory tested examples to give students a solid grounding in the related design
concepts. It includes a number of short questions with answers, review questions,
fill in the blanks with answers, multiple choice questions with answers and exercise
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problems at the end of each chapter.

ELECTRONIC DEVICES AND CIRCUITS
The contents and topics are revised so that there is almost one to one match
between the syllabus and topics will match. This textbook will also be very useful
for preparing competitive examinations like GATE, Engineering services exams and
such other examinations.

Electrical Systems Design
FUNDAMENTALS OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
Multimedia Fundamentals, Volume 1
Introduction to Electrical Engineering presents a comprehensive coverage of a
broad range of key topics including principles and techniques, industrial
applications, transformers and AC/DC machine operation. The book has an
excellent blend of theory and solved examples. Following a simple and engaging
style, this book can be considered as a single source information meeting the
requirements of the readers. It is intended for catering the needs of engineering
students of all branches and eminently suited as a textbook for the students of
B.E./B.Tech, AMIE and diploma courses in electrical engineering. Besides this, the
book would also be appreciated by all those students who are preparing for GATE
and UPSC competitive examinations as well as by the practising engineers. Key
Features • Exclusive coverage of the syllabus prescribed for the undergraduate
students of engineering. • In-depth presentation of all key topics. • Sufficient
worked-out examples to support and reinforce concepts. • Pedagogical features
such as chapterwise key points to recall concepts and exercises as well as
numerical problems with answers for practice.

Power System Analysis and Design
The importance of measurements is well known in the field of Engineering. This
book has been designed as a basic text for the undergraduate students of
Electrical Engineering. This book meets the requirements of the syllabus of JNTU
and other Universities

Electric Drives
Electronic Measurements and Instrumentation (For UPTU,
Lucknow)
CONTROL SYSTEMS
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This is an age of Electronics. At the dawn of the new millenium, it is no denying the
fact that electronics has influenced the lifestyles of mankind in a manner never
seen before. In order to understand the fundamentals of electronics, basic
electronics is now taught as a compulsory subject for students of all branches of
engineering. This book is planned to meet the requirements of a good and up-todate book on basic electronics. The book discusses in a clear and concise way the
fundamental principles and applications of basic electronics. The readers should
find the book interesting particularly with large number of objective questions,
solved problems and exercise problems.

Electronic Devices and Circuits
Fundamentals Of Design & Manufacturing - 2007
This comprehensive text on control systems is designed for undergraduate
students pursuing courses in electronics and communication engineering, electrical
and electronics engineering, telecommunication engineering, electronics and
instrumentation engineering, mechanical engineering, and biomedical engineering.
Appropriate for self-study, the book will also be useful for AMIE and IETE students.
Written in a student-friendly readable manner, the book explains the basic
fundamentals and concepts of control systems in a clearly understandable form. It
is a balanced survey of theory aimed to provide the students with an in-depth
insight into system behaviour and control of continuous-time control systems. All
the solved and unsolved problems in this book are classroom tested, designed to
illustrate the topics in a clear and thorough way. KEY FEATURES : Includes several
fully worked-out examples to help students master the concepts involved. Provides
short questions with answers at the end of each chapter to help students prepare
for exams confidently. Offers fill in the blanks and objective type questions with
answers at the end of each chapter to quiz students on key learning points. Gives
chapter-end review questions and problems to assist students in reinforcing their
knowledge.

Electrical Measurements and Measuring Instruments
This book has been written with total focus on meeting the objectives of the
subject 'Electrical Measurement and Control' as given by the syllabus of WBSCTE.
The text has been written so as to create interest in the minds of students in
learning further. After reading this book the student will be able to: • Identify the
sub-systems of a complete instrumentation system and explain the function of
each • Select the correct transducer for receiving the measurement system input •
Explain the basic signal conditioning processes, data transmission techniques, data
storage and display devices • Understand the working of control devices used in
motor controls and process controls • Represent a control system in a simplified
block diagram form using transfer function • Determine the stability conditions of a
system using stability study criteria and explain the use of different types of
controllers

Concrete Technology
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Electric motors are widely used in both industrial equipment and consumer
products, but motors are only one component in systems called drives. This text
provides information on both conventional as well as converter-based drives, and
discusses the closed loop control and dynamics of drives.

Engineering Drawing And Graphics
Basic Electrical Engineering provides a lucid exposition of the principles of
electrical engineering for both electrical and non-electrical undergraduate students
of engineering. Students pursuing diploma courses as well as those appearing for
the AMIE (Associate Member of the Institution ofEngineers) examination would also
find this book extemeley useful.Beginning with the fundamentals of electricity and
electrical elements, the book provides an exhaustive coverage of network theory
and analysis, electromagentic theory and energy conversion, alternating and direct
current machines, basic analog instruments, and ends with a brief introduction
topower systems.

INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Principles of Electronics
Introduction to Electrical Engineering presents a comprehensive coverage of a
broad range of key topics including principles and techniques, industrial
applications, transformers and AC/DC machine operation. The book has an
excellent blend of theory and solved examples. Following a simple and engaging
style, this book can be considered as a single source information meeting the
requirements of the readers. It is intended for catering the needs of engineering
students of all branches and eminently suited as a textbook for the students of
B.E./B.Tech, AMIE and diploma courses in electrical engineering. Besides this, the
book would also be appreciated by all those students who are preparing for GATE
and UPSC competitive examinations as well as by the practising engineers. Key
Features • Exclusive coverage of the syllabus prescribed for the undergraduate
students of engineering. • In-depth presentation of all key topics. • Sufficient
worked-out examples to support and reinforce concepts. • Pedagogical features
such as chapterwise key points to recall concepts and exercises as well as
numerical problems with answers for practice.

FUNDAMENTALS OF DIGITAL CIRCUITS
This book is written in a simple and easy-to-understand language to explain the
fundamental concepts of the subject. The book presents the subject of EMI in a
comprehensive manner to the students at undergraduate level.This book not only
covers the entire scope of the subject but also explains the philosophy of the
subject. This makes the understanding of the subject more clear and interesting.
The book will be very useful not only to the students but also to the faculty
members.Any suggestions for the improvement of the book will be acknowledged
and well appreciated.
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Electrical Measurement and Control (WBSCTE)
The new edition of POWER SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN provides students with
an introduction to the basic concepts of power systems along with tools to aid
them in applying these skills to real world situations. Physical concepts are
highlighted while also giving necessary attention to mathematical techniques. Both
theory and modeling are developed from simple beginnings so that they can be
readily extended to new and complex situations. The authors incorporate new tools
and material to aid students with design issues and reflect recent trends in the
field. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

PANKAJ JALOTE'S SOFTWARE ENGINEERING: A PRECISE
APPROACH
Environmental Engineering
This comprehensive text on control systems is designed for undergraduate
students pursuing courses in electronics and communication engineering, electrical
and electronics engineering, telecommunication engineering, electronics and
instrumentation engineering, mechanical engineering, and biomedical engineering.
Appropriate for self-study, the book will also be useful for AMIE and IETE students.
Written in a student-friendly readable manner, the book, now in its Second Edition,
explains the basic fundamentals and concepts of control systems in a clearly
understandable form. It is a balanced survey of theory aimed to provide the
students with an in-depth insight into system behaviour and control of continuoustime control systems. All the solved and unsolved problems in this book are
classroom tested, designed to illustrate the topics in a clear and thorough way.
NEW TO THIS EDITION• One new chapter on Digital control systems• Complete
answers with figures• Root locus plots and Nyquist plots redrawn as per MATLAB
output• MATLAB programs at the end of each chapter• Glossary at the end of
chapters KEY FEATURES• Includes several fully worked-out examples to help
students master the concepts involved. • Provides short questions with answers at
the end of each chapter to help students prepare for exams confidently.• Offers fill
in the blanks and objective type questions with answers at the end of each chapter
to quiz students on key learning points.• Gives chapter-end review questions and
problems to assist students in reinforcing their knowledge. Solution Manual is
available for adopting faculty.

INTRODUCTION TO MICROWAVE ENGINEERING
A systematic approach towards integration of design and manufacturing is
essential for optimizing all elements of the integrated manufacturing system. This
book is an attempt towards this approach and is intended to provide an
introduction to the design process, the manufacturing processes and the tools for
integration to young engineering students. Fundamental information on materials,
manufacturing processes and integrated manufacturing are provided which will
help the designer in the selection of most appropriate materials, processes and
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methods to transform his ideas into a successful product.

Basic Electrical Engineering
Providing a comprehensive introduction to the basics of Internal Combustion
Engines, this book is suitable for: Undergraduate-level courses in mechanical
engineering, aeronautical engineering, and automobile engineering. Postgraduatelevel courses (Thermal Engineering) in mechanical engineering. A.M.I.E. (Section B)
courses in mechanical engineering. Competitive examinations, such as Civil
Services, Engineering Services, GATE, etc. In addition, the book can be used for
refresher courses for professionals in auto-mobile industries. Coverage Includes
Analysis of processes (thermodynamic, combustion, fluid flow, heat transfer,
friction and lubrication) relevant to design, performance, efficiency, fuel and
emission requirements of internal combustion engines. Special topics such as
reactive systems, unburned and burned mixture charts, fuel-line hydraulics, side
thrust on the cylinder walls, etc. Modern developments such as electronic fuel
injection systems, electronic ignition systems, electronic indicators, exhaust
emission requirements, etc. The Second Edition includes new sections on geometry
of reciprocating engine, engine performance parameters, alternative fuels for IC
engines, Carnot cycle, Stirling cycle, Ericsson cycle, Lenoir cycle, Miller cycle,
crankcase ventilation, supercharger controls and homogeneous charge
compression ignition engines. Besides, air-standard cycles, latest advances in fuelinjection system in SI engine and gasoline direct injection are discussed in detail.
New problems and examples have been added to several chapters. Key Features
Explains basic principles and applications in a clear, concise, and easy-to-read
manner Richly illustrated to promote a fuller understanding of the subject SI units
are used throughout Example problems illustrate applications of theory End-ofchapter review questions and problems help students reinforce and apply key
concepts Provides answers to all numerical problems

Electric Machines and Electric Drives
The state-of-the-art in multimedia content analysis, media foundations, and
compression Covers digital audio, images, video, graphics, and animation Includes
real-world project sets that help you build and test your expertise By two of the
world's leading experts in advanced multimedia systems development The
practical, example-rich guide to media coding and content processing for every
multimedia developer. From DVDs to the Internet, media coding and content
processing are central to the effective delivery of high-quality multimedia. In this
book, two of the field's leading experts introduce today's state-of-the-art,
presenting realistic examples and projects designed to help implementers create
multimedia systems with unprecedented performance. Ralf Steinmetz and Klara
Nahrstedt introduce the fundamental characteristics of digital audio, images,
video, graphics, and animation; demonstrate powerful new approaches to content
analysis and compression; and share expert insights into system and end-user
issues every advanced multimedia professional must understand. Coverage
includes: Generic characteristics of multimedia and data streams, and their impact
on multimedia system design Essential audio concepts and representation
techniques: sound perception, psychoacoustics, music, MIDI, Speech signals, and
related I/O and transmission issues Graphics and image characteristics: image
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formats, analysis, synthesis, reconstruction, and output Video signals, television
formats, digitization, and computer-based animation issues Fundamental
compression methods: run-length, Huffman, and subband coding Multimedia
compression standards: JPEG, H.232, and various MPEG techniques Optical storage
technologies and techniques: CD-DA, CD-ROM, DVD, and beyond Content
processing techniques: Image analysis, video processing, cut detection, and audio
analysis First in an authoritative 3-volume set on tomorrow's robust multimedia
desktop: real-time audio, video, and streaming media. Multimedia Fundamentals
offers a single, authoritative source for the knowledge and techniques you need to
succeed with any advanced multimedia development project. Look for Volume 2
focusing on networking and operating system-related issues, and Volume 3
focusing on service and application issues.

Electrical Machines 2E
The goal of this book is to introduce to the students a limited number of concepts
and practices which will achieve the following two objectives: Teach the student
the skills needed to execute a smallish commercial project. Provide the students
necessary conceptual background for undertaking advanced studies in software
engineering, through organized courses or on their own. This book focuses on key
tasks in two dimensions - engineering and project management - and discusses
concepts and techniques that can be applied to effectively execute these tasks.
The book is organized in a simple manner, with one chapter for each of the key
tasks in a project. For engineering, these tasks are requirements analysis and
specification, architecture design, module level design, coding and unit testing,
and testing. For project management, the key tasks are project planning and
project monitoring and control, but both are discussed together in one chapter on
project planning as even monitoring has to be planned. In addition, one chapter
clearly defines the problem domain of Software Engineering, and another Chapter
discusses the central concept of software process which integrates the different
tasks executed in a project. Each chapter opens with some introduction and clearly
lists the chapter goals, or what the reader can expect to learn from the chapter.
For the task covered in the chapter, the important concepts are first discussed,
followed by a discussion of the output of the task, the desired quality properties of
the output, and some practical methods and notations for performing the task. The
explanations are supported by examples, and the key learnings are summarized in
the end for the reader. The chapter ends with some self-assessment exercises.
Finally, the book contains a question bank at the end which lists out questions with
answers from major universities.

Basic Electronics
Designed specifically for undergraduate students of Electronics and Electrical
Engineering and its related disciplines, this book offers an excellent coverage of all
essential topics and provides a solid foundation for analysing electronic circuits. It
covers the course named Electronic Devices and Circuits of various universities.
The book will also be useful to diploma students, AMIE students, and those
pursuing courses in B.Sc. (Electronics) and M.Sc. (Physics). The students are
thoroughly introduced to the full spectrum of fundamental topics beginning with
the theory of semiconductors and p-n junction behaviour. The devices treated
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include diodes, transistors—BJTs, JFETs and MOSFETs—and thyristors. The circuitry
covered comprises small signal (ac), power amplifiers, oscillators, and operational
amplifiers including many important applications of those versatile devices. A
separate chapter on IC fabrication technology is provided to give an idea of the
technologies being used in this area. There are a variety of solved examples and
applications for conceptual understanding. Problems at the end of each chapter
are provided to test, reinforce and enhance learning.

Fundamentals of Design and Manufacturing
INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
In the recent years there has been rapid advances in the field of Digital Electronics
and Microprocessor.This book is intended to help students to keep pace with these
latest developments.The Present book is revised version of earlier
book'Introduction to Digital Computers'by the same author.Now this book is written
in a lucid and simple language,which gives clear explanation of basics of Digital
Electronics,Computers and icroprocessors.

Electronics Devices And Circuits
One of the most comprehensive, clearly written books on electronic technology,
Simpon's invaluable guide offers a concise and practical overview of the basic
principles, theorems, circuit behavior and problem-solving procedures of this
intriguing and fast-paced science. Examines a broad spectrum of topics, such as
atomic structure, Kirchhoff's laws, energy, power, introductory circuit analysis
techniques, Thevenin's theorem, the maximum power transfer theorem, electric
circuit analysis, magnetism, resonance semiconductor diodes, electron current
flow, and much more. Smoothly integrates the flow of material in a
nonmathematical format without sacrificing depth of coverage or accuracy to help
readers grasp more complex concepts and gain a more thorough understanding of
the principles of electronics. Includes many practical applications, problems and
examples emphasizing troubleshooting, design, and safety to provide a solid
foundation in the field of electronics. An ideal reference source for electronic
engineering technicians and those involved in the electronic technology field.

Material Science & Engineering
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